Here you have “the seven new words”

You should know the words, the explanation
and the translation on Monday Dec 14.

Good Luck!

Homicide: (mord), example “if you kill someone, it is a homicide”

Postpone (Skjuta upp) = Hold back to a later time.

Swiftly= Snabbt, example: “I moved swiftly across the floor”

Soft drink= Läsk, Example “non-alcoholic beverage” (usually carbonated)

Prolonged – Förlänga, When you extend a contract for example.

Co-workers – Collega/medarbetare . Persons that work with you.

Similarities = Likheter. It’s something that looks like another thing or sounds alike.

Meanwhile, under tiden, samtidigt: It’s the word you can use describing something happening at the same time but in another place.

Inappropriate - opassande=something that’s not suitable for the situation.

Concern - oro=when you feel a bit worried about something and feel something is wrong.

Clash – Våldsam konflikt - Violent disagreement. “We clashed over the new taxes”

Sparsely – Sparsamt/glest – The word sparsely is mainly used when talking about inhabitants of a geographical place: “The city was sparsely inhabited.”

Injures= it means that you are wounded, for example if a guy shoots you then you will have injures. Injures=skador

Former – tidigare, Former is something that has happened before. The former world champion handed the trophy to the winner.

Crucifix: an image of Jesus hanging on the cross= crucifix

Forensics= Criminal technique= kriminalteknik.

Gale: kulingvind: a strong wind moving 45-90 knots; force 7 to 10 on Beaufort scale.

Contribute - bidra: When you put in for example money or something to someone or perhaps an organization.

Potential - potential: That someone has the possibility to do something, perhaps that Jonatan has the potential to chest press 90 kilos.

Extravagant – överdådig. Something that is very fancy.

Poacher - tjuvjägare= a hunter who hunts without permission.

Delivery=leverans= a transport comes with things that are ordered.

Shell suit (träningsoverall) = A dress you usually wear when you´re training.

Twisted – vrickad/vriden- often used to describe something that’s morally wrong or just strange.

Ovations (Ovationer) – An enthusiastic public reception of a person, marked especially by loud prolonged applause.

Rigid = Your body feels numb/stiff = Stel.

Participated – that is another word for join. Ex. Obama participated in climate change meeting in Paris. = Delta.

Beheadings= halshuggning. They cut off the head and kill people that way.

Eerie: If something is described as being “Eerie” it’s sort of strange and mysterious. Some fitting synonyms are: creepy, haunting and spooky. Swedish: Kuslig.

Despite-Trots. Example: There´s 0.01% chance that you will win the grand lottery. It is despite all the odds that you will win.

Sentence- döma – “pronounce a sentence on, in a court of law”

Devastated = In Swedish it is called “förkrossad”: It’s when someone broken theirs heart.